A new criterion for series-parallel irreducibility is given which makes no reference to underlying semigroups but involves only series-parallel connection operations.
S ( M )
=
, Ms: $1× S--+ S ~ with Ms(l, s) = s and Ms(s, s') = ss' for all s, s' E S. Note that S(Ms) = S. ~
In the following we consider as usual only connected machines with specified starting state.
Given transition functions Mi: Q i × X i -+ Q i , i = I, 2, we say that M 2 divides M x (written M21M1) if there exist Q~ _c Q1 and maps g: X 2 -+X*, h: Q~ -+ Q2 (onto) such that (1) Q~ is closed under g(X2)* and (2) for all ql ~ Q~, s E 1(2, h(l~ll(ql , g(s)) = M2(h(qO, s). (
Proofs may be found in Chapter 1 of [4] . Suffice it to say that (1) and (2) are well-known; (3) is a slight extension of Fact 2.14b, Chapter 5 of [3] . For (4) We see that Proposition 1 allows re-interpretation of semigroup division in terms of ~r-division. This is not true for ordinary division; to make the converse of(l) hold, output maps have to be added to the semigroups as in Theorem 7.3.10 of [2] . The best that we can get from (I) and (2) 
is (5) S(Mz)[S(M1) if and only if M2IMs(M1 ).

An interesting consequence of Proposition 1 is COROLLARY 2. M 1 =~ M2 if and only if S(M1) ~ S(M2).
Proof. Apply Proposition 1 twice.
The standard definitions of irreducibility are: We add the definition: 
M is rr-irreducible if and only if
In conclusion, we have seen that the irreducibles are strictly included inthe s-irreducibles which are co-extensive with the 7r-irreducibles. What this says is that although a machine M which is s-irreducible but not irreducible has a seriesparallel decomposition into machines M1, M2 such that neither M 
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